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Abstract—Management and optimization of cloud infras-
tructures combine multiple challenges. The optimization of
data centers targets such objectives as performance, reliability,
energy consumption, and security. To achieve these goals,
multiple actions can be taken, for example, task and virtual
machine allocation or infrastructure management. In this work
we propose a model for representation of computing, memory,
storage, and communication resources in cloud computing data
centers. This model is relevant for the characterization of cloud
applications, virtual machines, as well as physical servers. The
performance evaluation and validation of the proposed model
is carried out using the GreenCloud simulator. The obtained
results show good agreement with the design objectives and
conﬁrm validity of the assumptions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The environmental impact of data centers is signiﬁcant
and the growth dynamics of the IT sector urges profes-
sionals to tackle this problem. The swift emergence of
cloud computing technologies ampliﬁes this trend, as more
computation and storage is moved from the end user devices
to data centers. Migrating to the cloud brings also new
opportunities, as consolidation and economy of scale enables
the use of specialized technologies and management of
resources to improve system efﬁciency.
Outsourcing to the cloud can be a critical decision for
companies or individuals, as they shift from themselves the
responsibility of achieving their objectives to the service
providers. These objectives are formulated in Service Level
Agreement (SLA) and may depend on the user needs and
the type of the provided service. They can include speciﬁc
requirements for performance, reliability, and security. These
objectives are often orthogonal to the objectives of the
service provider, which are focused on optimal resource
utilization, reduced costs, low power consumption and max-
imizing the proﬁt.
Optimizing data center operation is a complex problem.
It should account for heterogeneity of resources, varied set
of users with their own SLAs, multiple and often conﬂicting
objectives, and the problem of scalability. It is difﬁcult
to model mathematically such complex systems. Instead,
multiple data center simulation tools are used to conduct
experimental studies. Most of these tools [1] include only
simple model for the representation of physical computing
servers and cloud applications which is focused on the
computing capabilities and demands, while other types of
resources such as memory, storage and networking must be
taken into account.
In this paper, we propose a model for representation of
physical resources, virtual machines, and cloud applications
which explicitly and accurately accounts for multiple types
of resources, such as processors, memory, storage, and
networking. Simulation of the resource usage is important
not only for assuring the correct execution of applications
and platform management, but also for proper power ac-
counting. Our previous experimental study [2] conﬁrms
an increased accuracy of power estimation while using
larger set of predictors [3]. The applicability of the model
is tested by assessing its overhead as well as presenting
the expressiveness of its features. The proposed model
is implemented and validated using GreenCloud simulator
[4]. Currently, it is one of the leading cloud computing
simulation platforms focused on the detailed simulation of
communication processes in and between data centers as
well as with the end users [5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the state-of-the-art approaches for modeling and
simulation of data centers. Section III presents the proposed
data center model. Section IV gives insight into design and
implementation decision. Section V shows the performance
of the implementation as well as features of the new model.
Section VI summarizes the paper and presents future work
directions.
II. STATE OF THE ART
In this section we review the most widely known cloud
computing simulators and discuss on their resource alloca-
tion models.
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A. Models for Representation of Resources in Cloud Com-
puting Simulators
ECOFEN [6] is an energy-aware simulator based on ns-
2 [7]. It focuses on the correct assessment of the energy costs
of the end-to-end communications in large-scale networks.
ECOFEN implements a detailed model of the networks, but
it does not precisely describe the end-devices resources other
than network interface card. The proposed model is therefore
complementary with ECOFEN model, as it does not reﬁne
the network topology modeling.
iCanCloud [8] is a simulator which models multiple
types of resources and is based on the OMNET++ [9]
and INET1 frameworks. The VMs are managed by Cloud
Hypervisor. Its current implementation allows using only
single computing, memory, storage, or networking resource
at a time and the underlying hardware conﬁguration is not
fully expressed, while the model proposed in this paper has
no such limitations. It explicitly captures the processes at the
host, VM and task levels. Additionally, it does not make any
assumptions about the management of the platform, while
Cloud Hypervisor is the entity designed for the management
of the VMs in iCanCloud.
MDCSim [10] presents a model with CPU, disk and
network interface resources. Each resource is modeled as
M/M/1 queue. MDCSim describes cloud application using
the following three typically used layers: web, application,
and database. The communication between layers is also
modeled using queuing models.
DCSim [11] supports simulations of systems composed of
processor, memory, storage, and networking resources. To
ensure high scalability, DCSim neglects data center network
topology, but supports virtualization with migrations and
replications, and provides resource managers for each type
of the resources. The resource model proposed in this paper
is more general and allows higher ﬂexibility as it is adapted
for more resource types, ﬁne-grain resource speciﬁcation,
and multi-level virtualization.
CloudSim [12] is another well-known cloud computing
simulator. The main difference between CloudSim, which
is Java-based, and the class of ns-2 based simulators is in
the simulation of networking. CloudSim uses delay matrix to
simulate network topology and time for information delivery
between any pair of nodes. This method is computationally
efﬁcient and allows the simulation of large-scale scenarios,
but on the other hand it neglects a number of important
processes in networking, such as trafﬁc contention, band-
width utilization, and communication protocol dynamics.
CloudSim offers models for processing, memory, and net-
work resources which are handled by separate modules.
1http://inet.omnetpp.org
B. GreenCloud Simulator
GreenCloud [4] is a well-known simulation tool which
offers a ﬁne-grained simulation of modern cloud computing
environments focusing on data center communications and
energy efﬁciency. GreenCloud is based on ns-2 [7] simu-
lation platform. It offers a detailed modeling of the energy
consumed by the elements of the data center, such as com-
puting servers, switches, and network links, and implements
energy-efﬁcient resource allocation solutions with network
awareness [13]. GreenCloud offers a thorough investigation
of workload distributions with a speciﬁc focus devoted to
the packet-level simulations of communications in the data
center infrastructure, which provide the ﬁnest-grain control.
The models of cloud applications explicitly account for
communication process and network awareness [14]
GreenCloud supports the most widely used three-tier data
center architecture as well as modern data center architec-
tures, such as DCell, BCube, FiConn, and DPillar. Fig. 1
presents the three-tier architecture. It consists of the core
tier at the root of the tree, the aggregation tier that is
responsible for routing, and the access tier that holds the pool
of computing servers arranged into racks. Computing servers
are interconnected using 1 Gigabit Ethernet (GE) links,
while aggregation and core switches are equipped with 10
GE ports. As a result, with standard racks supporting of up
to 48 servers, the corresponding bandwidth oversubscription
ratio is equal to 48/20 = 2.4:1 in the access and 1.5:1 in
the aggregation networks. According to the basic model,
an idle server consumes around two-thirds of its peak load
to keep memory, disks, and I/O resources running, while
the rest of the power is consumed by the CPU and can
be scaled with the offered computing load. The energy
consumption of network switches depends on: (a) type of
switch, (b) number of ports, (c) port transmission rates, and
(d) employed cabling solutions.
In previous versions of the GreenCloud simulator the
primary focus was devoted to modeling of communication
processes, while models used for describing computing
servers remained simplistic. The servers were represented as
single-core nodes, identical through the whole data center.
A new model, which is proposed in this paper and was
already implemented in GreenCloud, enables elastic and
heterogeneous deﬁnitions of various types of resources.
Moreover, as virtualization is fundamental for modern cloud
computing scenarios, the proposed model also explicitly
models virtual machines.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model is designed to represent physical
resources, virtual machines, and applications in cloud com-
puting environments. It explicitly and accurately captures
dependency on multiple types of resources, such as proces-
sors, memory, storage, and networking. The proposed model
is based on the observations that the power consumed by
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Figure 1. The GreenCloud simulator structure [4].
the system, as well as its performance, depends on the load
levels of the hardware components. The ﬁrst introduction
of the proposed holistic model was focused on individual
servers and experimental evaluation in terms of system
power consumption and performance [2].
The proposed model is composed of the three main
dimensions that represent system resources, cloud applica-
tions, and communication fabric.
The dimension of system resources represents computing
nodes according to the hierarchical structure presented in
Figure 2. Each node contains a layer specifying types of
resources available to the consumers. In this work we dis-
tinguish computing, memory, storage, and networking types
of resources. However, the model can easily scale to include
other types of resources as well, e.g., additional GPGPU
units. The resource types are further extended into a vector
of Resource Supplies which models individual hardware
components. The hardware components are described by
their architecture and a vector of Capacities. The Capacities
are used to quantitatively represent capabilities of a com-
ponent. For example, a quad-core Intel CPU is a resource
supply that belongs to the Computing resource type, with a
Capacity vector containing four elements that correspond to
the cores of the processor. Each core is expressed in terms of
its computing capacity measured in MIPS or FLOPS in the
vector. The Architecture of the Resource Supply is a label,
which can be used during resource allocation. Further in the
paper we assume a total ordering among the Architectures
for each of the resource types and thus express Architecture
as a real number, with superior Architectures labeled by
a number greater than inferior ones. Figure 2 presents a
graphical example of a server in this representation. As there
is only one Resource Supply for each of the resource types,
we can arbitrarily label their Architectures as 1.
The dimension of cloud applications describes an affect
of the installed software stack. This dimension is further
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Figure 2. An exemplary representation of a server [2].
divided into three layers: Cloud Applications, Virtual Ma-
chines, and Physical Nodes (see Figure 3). The Cloud
Applications layer models the properties of the load of
the data center, the Virtual Machines layer describes the
management and the conﬁguration of the virtual machines
hosted by the servers. Finally, the Physical Nodes layer
describes hardware properties of the servers. In addition, we
introduce the concepts of Resource Provider and Resource
Consumer.
The Resource Provider is an entity that makes its re-
sources available to the Resource Consumer. The process of
resource allocation is in the matching of the Resources avail-
able at the Resource Providers with the Resource Demands
of the Resource Consumers. A valid allocation must meet
two basic conditions: the demands cannot exceed capacity
of the resource provider and must not be allocated to a
provision with an inferior Architecture.
The presented abstraction allows creating an arbitrary
number of intermediary layers that act as Resource Providers
and Resource Consumers at the same time. The lowest layer
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Figure 3. Resource allocation in a system with two nodes. Colors represent
Cloud applications and VM types, which must be compatible. VM3 and
VM4 are of the universal type, i.e., they can process both types of tasks. T ?
Cloud Applications Tasks D – Resource Demand, P – Resource Provision,
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is formed by physical nodes. The intermediary layer con-
tains VMs. The VMs can reserve resources of the physical
hosts and make them available for task computation. For
this reason they can act as both the Resource Providers
and the Resource Consumers. Finally, cloud applications
are executed at the highest layer. They are ﬁnal Resource
Consumers representing the datacenter workload.
Tasks in a system are grouped into cloud applications
that correspond to running services. Similarly, each VM
has a type that corresponds to its functionality. Each cloud
application has a deﬁned set of VM Types that can process
it. Finally, each task is deﬁned with input and output sizes
that must be transmitted over the network respectively prior
and after the task execution.
Figure 3 presents an example of the single resource
type allocation in a system with two nodes. The nodes are
heterogenous in terms of the resource provisioning and their
architecture. The sum of the VM demands is smaller than
or equal to the resources available at the nodes. Similarly,
the sum of the application demands can ﬁt into the resource
available at the Resource Providers.
The dimension of communication fabric is represented as
a graph. The nodes of this graph, representing computing
servers and network switches, form network topology. The
edges of the graph represent communication links with a
predeﬁned bandwidth and delay.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the design and implementation
decisions of the proposed model. Due to the size and
complexity of underlying implementation and the space
limitations we present only key features deﬁning efﬁciency
of the proposed solution.
A. Multiple Resource Types
Data center servers can contain multiple types of resources
such as computing (or CPU), memory, storage, and network-
ing. The availability of these resources has impact on the
performance and energy consumption of the system. Another
argument for explicitly mapping distinct types of resources
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ResoureSpec
UsedPowerState: int
DcResource
Name
PowerStates: vector 
<int>
ResourceSpec
       *    
      1  
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vector <double *>
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vector <double *>
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<CloudTask>
tasks_assigned_: vector 
<CloudTask>
CPU
Figure 4. Diagram of resource-related classes.
is associated with management interfaces of modern hyper-
visors and cloud management systems, which allocate and
consolidate VMs according to their demands and available
resources of physical servers. Figure 4 presents software
classes that represent system resources.
Resource is the abstract class and the root of resource-
related class hierarchy. It is composed of a vector of ca-
pacities, represented with double precision ﬂoating point
numbers (doubles). The choice of vector representation
allows including multiple types components of resources,
such as multiple cores of a CPU or several ports in a network
card. Each resource is described by its type (represented by
enumeration that includes values for computing, memory,
storage, and networking types) and the architecture (repre-
sented as double). The main purpose of this class is to unify
the description of resources in a system.
Resource is also a superclass of the following three
classes: ResourceSpec, DcResource, and ResDemand. These
classes describe different concepts of the resource usage.
The ResourceSpec class describes hardware speciﬁcation. It
also stores the unique name of the hardware component
type and a vector of power states available for the com-
ponent represented with integer numbers. The capacities of
the ResourceSpec deﬁne maximum achievable level of the
resource performance. During initialization of the simulation
all the required ResourceSpec instances are created in TCL
script and are assigned to the DataCenter object. This
approach allows storing hardware component speciﬁcation
in conﬁguration ﬁles, elastically deciding on what kinds
of ResourceSpeciﬁcations are used, and dynamically adding
new ResourceSpec speciﬁcation during simulations.
DcResource is a class used to represent instances of Re-
sourceSpec, which are intended to be components of servers.
It stores the pointer to the ResourceSpec, which deﬁnes its
behavior. The state of each component is expressed by a
capacity vector inherited from the Resource. In addition, an
integer ﬁeld speciﬁes a power state of the resource. The
CPU class is derived from the DcResource class and extends
its functionality by managing lists of tasks executed and
assigned to a CPU.
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Figure 5. Diagram of allocation-related classes.
Finally, ResDemand class, implemented for the demand
side, represents resource requirements. For ResDemand, the
capacity parameter deﬁnes the requirement for the resource
(for static resources, such as memory or storage) or the
amount of the unprocessed workload (for dynamic resources,
such as computing).
B. Resource Allocation
The process of resource allocation is based on two abstract
classes: ResourceConsumer and ResourceProvider. Figure 5
presents a simpliﬁed class diagram. ResourceConsumer is
in the root of the hierarchy of classes representing resource
consumers, while the ResourceProvider is in the root of
the hierarchy of classes of the resource provides. Most of
the functionalities needed for the resource allocation are
implemented in these classes, making the whole process
general and in line with the concepts outlined in Section
III.
Allocation of a ResourceConsumer is performed by the
tryToAllocate function of the ResourceProvider. The func-
tion sequentially iterates over the elements of res demands
vector of the ResourceConsumer and their capacities, and
allocates them using a ﬁrst-ﬁt algorithm applied on the
DcResource objects in the list of resources. The usage of
the simple ﬁrst-ﬁt algorithm is intended; the change of order
in each of the vectors (e.g., sorting using a metric) is the
preferred and elastic way of inﬂuencing the resource alloca-
tion strategy by a ResourceProvider. Another possibility is to
provide new implementation of the tryToAllocate function.
releaseAllocation is a function with an opposite effect: it
releases the resources allocated to a consumer, either in the
end correct allocation (e.g., at the end of task execution), or
when the allocation attempt was unsuccessful.
The CloudTask, VM, and DcHost classes, are subclasses
of the ResourceConsumer and ResourceProvider classes, and
directly represent the three layers of the model presented in
Fig. 3. The mechanism of abstraction makes these classes
simple and speciﬁc at the same time. CloudTask extends
ResourceConsumer by adding a deadline, which is expressed
in the terms of the simulator time and represented as double.
DcHost is the class associated with computing nodes in a
data center. Being the ﬁrst in the chain of ResourceProviders
in the model, it is composed of resources that follow
resource speciﬁcation of the hardware elements. In addition,
DcHost is responsible for calculation of energy consump-
tion (eConsumed ) of a server. The VM class represents
virtual machines. It is used to create elements that form
intermediary layer and therefore, it is derived from both the
ResourceConsumer and the ResourceProvider classes. VMs
reserve resources available at the lower layer (typically at
DcHost) and make them available as virtual resources to the
higher layer entities (typically CloudTasks). The VM class
contains information about the current state of the VM, that
can be Ready, Running, Suspended, Stopped, or Crashed.
The state of a VM is used for determining server utilization
and guiding the progress of tasks allocation to the VM.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The following sections are devoted to the presentation of
the performance and expressiveness of the proposed model.
Section V-A compares the performance of the proposed
model with the performance of previous release version of
the GreenCloud simulator, while Section V-B presents new
features of simulator, enabled by the proposed model.
A. Performance of the Proposed Model
The runtime and memory requirements are selected as
the main metrics for evaluating the simulation performance
of the proposed model. Both of them are gathered using
a standard linux time command. The runtime is the time
spent by the process in user mode and the memory require-
ment is the maximum resident set size of the process. All
simulations are executed on a reference VM with Ubuntu
12.04 operating system installed, which is provided with the
GreenCloud 1.0.62. The VM runs using VirtualBox 4.2.123
on a notebook with Intel i7-2720QM processor (quad core,
2.20 GHz), 8 GB of 1333 Mhz DDR3 RAM and SSD disk.
The VM has allocated 2 VCPUs and 1536 MB RAM to
ensure high availability of memory.
Standard conﬁgurations available in GreenCloud 1.0.6
include typical three-tier data center architecture of standard
size of 1536 servers and smaller size of 30 servers, used
mostly for simulator debugging. The speciﬁcs of these two
conﬁgurations are presented in Table I. The core switches are
connected with the aggregation switches by 10 Gb/s links,
as well as aggregation and rack switches. Computing servers
are connected with 1 Gb/s links to the rack switches. Each
conﬁguration is executed with load levels varied between 0
and 1 with a step of 0.1. The load is deﬁned as the ratio of the
computational requirements of the tasks to the computational
power of the hosts in the data center.
All other setup parameters are based on the default
conﬁguration of GreenCloud 1.0.6. In the proposed model
2http://greencloud.gforge.uni.lu
3https://www.virtualbox.org
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for resources, host runs a single VM that processes tasks. In
such case Hosts, VMs and Tasks are described using four
distinct types of resources (processing, memory, storage,
and networking). The capacities of resource provisions and
demands are set on each level of allocation to the values
that result in the processing and the networking being the
only bottlenecks. More precisely, each host is equipped with
processor capable of computing 1000100 MIPS and with
1 GbE networking interface for both models. Moreover, in
case of the proposed model the hosts include 4 GB of RAM
and 250 GB disk. The hosted VM has VCPU with MIPS the
same as for hosting processor, 1 GB of RAM and 10 GB
of disk space. Each generated task requires 1 MB of RAM
and 10 KB of storage. The aforementioned setup is selected
to guarantee that the only overhead is the one induced by
virtualization and multiple resource types.
Table I
TESTED REFERENCE CONFIGURATIONS
Conﬁguration Three-tier Debug Three-tier Standard
Core Switches 2 8
Aggregation Switches 4 16
Access Switches 3 64
Hosts in a rack 5 3
Total hosts 30 1536
Figures 6 and 7 present the obtained results. The multiple
resource model proposed in this paper is referred as Holistic,
while the default model implemented in previous version
if the GreenCloud simulator is referred as Simple. For
both three-tier debug and three-tier standard topologies, the
runtime is linear to the data center load. This behavior can be
explained by the nature of the simulation of network based
on ns-2: higher load levels correspond to more tasks being
generated, that result in more packets send over the network.
The data series for both models overlap, which conﬁrms
that the Holistic model induces only negligible overhead
with respect to the cost of simulating networking events.
This observation may be also valuable for the perspective
users of the simulator, as it means that it is possible
to implement additional lightweight functionalities without
signiﬁcant increase in simulation time. Both ﬁgures present
also the overhead of initialization. It is negligible for smaller
Debug conﬁguration, but for the Standard case it is almost
500 s. Additionally, by comparing the runtime values for
both conﬁgurations at the peak load, one can observe that
an increase in the data center size of approximately 50 times
leads to 100 times longer simulation.
Figures 8 and 9 present memory overhead of the Holistic
model implementation. The holistic model requires more
memory, but it always stays within additional 10% with
the respect to the Simple model. This additional memory
is required for the creation a separate objects for each
resource demand and provision. Contrary to that, in the
Figure 6. Runtime for Three-tier Debug topology.
Figure 7. Runtime for Three-tier Standard topology.
Figure 8. Memory requirement for various data center loads.
case of Simple model the corresponding values are stored as
simple variables. The memory requirements do not follow
strict linear pattern, however there is a partial linearity as
shown in Figures 8 and 9. In the case of Debug topology
only the memory requirements corresponding to idle states
of the systems for both models and the peak load for the
Simple model deviate from the linear pattern. In the case of
Standard scenario, for the simulated data center load larger
than 0.4, the memory requirements trend is more steep.
Comparing the memory requirements of the Debug and
Standard scenarios for load equal 1 reveals that increasing
the data center size approximately 50 times results in 60
times higher memory requirement for both models.
The presented results prove that the Holistic model imple-
mented in GreenCloud simulator does not increase execution
time and has an acceptable memory overhead. However, its
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Figure 9. Memory requirement for various data center loads.
implementation gives user more ﬂexibility in the creation of
scenario for simulations. The following section presents new
use cases enabled by Holistic model.
B. Applications of the Proposed Model
Practical implications of the proposed Holistic model
include the usage of multiple resource types, the exploitation
of hardware heterogeneity, and the virtualization capabilities.
The following sections discuss the enabled scenarios and
present the impact of varying conﬁgurations on the metric
directly connected with the data center productivity and
energy consumption: total load of data center.
1) Multiple Resource Types: The need to correctly al-
locate multiple resource types creates new challenges for
resource allocation policies, which must ensure that all of
the requirements of the resource consumers are fulﬁlled.
Figure 10 presents a scenario with two factors that inﬂuence
processing of cloud applications: task deadlines and memory
requirements. In this case each host has a memory of 6 GB
and a processor capacity which allows ﬁnishing a single
task in one second. In cases when the deadline is equal to
1 s, each host can only execute one task at a time, so the
memory requirement has no impact on the processing. In
case of longer deadlines, multiple tasks can be executed by
a single server. As DVFS is disabled, the processors always
operate at their peak frequency, which results in a stepwise
trace of the datacenter load. The width of a step is dependent
on the number of tasks that can be concurrently executed on
a single server, which in turn is function of the task deadline.
In the case of tasks that require 2GB of memory, only 3 tasks
can be executed concurrently on each server, which nulliﬁes
the impact of deadlines larger than 3s.
2) Heterogeneity: Real data centers are often heteroge-
neous, which can be due to different requirements of the
applications being run, or simply caused by the presence of
various generations of the hardware. The proposed holistic
model allows to include individual descriptions for each
computing server and hardware component in a data center.
It makes the simulation convenient for investigating the
effects of adding, modifying, or removing new hosts from a
data center. The dynamic creation of resources and topology
also enables the study of the transition periods. In addition,
the proposed holistic model supports multiple commodity
and experimental architectures; each host can have multiple
supplies of each resource type, and each supply can have
multiple capacities. For example, it is possible to deﬁne
a node that combines multiple processors, with symmetric
or asymmetric cores, a few banks of memory with various
capacities, SSDs and standard disks, and several network
interface cards. The holistic model can simulate the behavior
of each conﬁguration, e.g., it can distinguish between the
cases of a single processor with the capacity of 2n MIPS,
a single processor with two cores, each with capacity of
n MIPS, or two processors with n MIPS. Whenever a
cloud application imposes strict constraints on the hardware
requirements, the architecture labels can be used to ensure
that tasks of this application are running on compatible
hardware. This ﬂexibility can be also used to simulate the
inﬂuence of the prospective hardware changes on the data
center operation. The detailed information about utilization
of resources can be used to feed more accurate power
models, as increasing the set of predictors leads to a more
accurate estimation of power [2].
An example of the impact of the various heterogeneous
servers on the processing of the load of the data center is
presented in Figure 11. With DVFS enabled, all the servers
tend to increase the processing time until the deadline, which
is set to 5 seconds, in order to reduce power consumption.
For the memory there are two conﬁgurations: homogeneous,
when all servers have either 4GB or 2GB of memory (“4GB
All” and “2GB All”), and heterogeneous with two settings:
“4GB / 2GB”, where the ﬁrst half of the hosts has 4GB
of memory, while another half has only 2 GB, and the last
“4GB mod 2GB” setting where hosts with 4GB and 2GB
are interleaved. All executions with insigniﬁcant memory
requirement of a single task (of 1MB) produce identical
traces that achieve the highest data center utilization and
successfully execute all generated tasks. In the case of large
(2GB) memory demand, the prolonged execution of tasks
results in blocking the servers and task failures, which can
be observed as a decreased area under the trace of data
center load. This effect becomes stronger for the systems
with lower memory provisions. Of the 431 tasks, “4GB All”
failed to complete 71, “2GB All” failed 251, and both mixed
conﬁgurations 161 tasks. The mixed settings present exactly
the same data center load trace, but various link utilization.
3) Virtualization: Multi tenancy is currently a standard
practice for increasing the utilization of resources in virtu-
alized data centers. Thanks to the explicit mapping of the
VMs, it is possible to study the effects of VM consolidation.
The proposed holistic model ensures isolation of the VMs, as
they are restricted to the virtual resources that are allocated
to them using the resource provider and resource consumer
abstractions. As a result, it is possible that a physical host
runs multiple VM instances, each associated with a different
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Figure 10. Conﬁgurations with varying task deadline and memory demand as limiting factors for multiprocessing.
Figure 11. Interaction of memory provision and memory demand on heterogenous servers with enabled DVFS .
cloud application. Sharing processors is possible by the
concept of VCPU and enables effective multi tenancy with
the performance bounds. As VMs are ResourceProviders and
ResourceConsumers, it is possible to elastically create multi-
level virtualization scenarios in which a VM hosts another
VM. Moreover, the resource consumers and providers can
be grouped in lists speciﬁc for each service running in a
data center, enabling customization of resource allocation
strategies for each service.
Figure 12 presents the impact of the memory amount of
VMs that execute tasks assigned to a cloud application. The
processing capacities are set to achieve 50% of maximum
data center load. The DVFS is disabled and the tasks have 5
s deadline and 2GB memory requirement. The plot presents
the increased multitasking capabilities for the conﬁgurations
with larger amounts of memory available. This behavior
proves the correct isolation and resource management prop-
erties of implemented virtualization.
VI. CONCLUSION
The paper presents a novel holistic model for cloud
computing data centers. The model can be applied to rep-
resent cloud applications, VMs, and physical hosts. Each of
these entities is described by multiple resources: computing,
memory, storage, and networking. The implementation of
the model is carried out in the GreenCloud simulator [4]. The
experiments prove the scalability of the proposed holistic
model, as it does not increase the simulation time and
creates a limited memory overhead of less than 10%. The
proposed model increases the precision of simulations and
enables a number of new simulation scenarios focused on
heterogeneity of the hardware resources and virtualization.
The future work includes modeling and designing virtual
machine migration processes, designing novel task and VM
scheduling algorithms for the model, exploring efﬁcient data
centers usage strategies, and optimizations of the models
implementation. In addition, the application of the proposed
model to data replication techniques [15] will be investi-
gated.
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